Network and Application
Performance Monitoring

Rapid ROI through network and application visibility
Optimized & Secure IT Solutions

As a systems integrator, you offer your customers large-scale
solutions to multi-layered technology challenges, offering a
one-stop shop for complex technical challenges that require the
selection, integration and deployment of a comprehensive suite of
complementary technologies.
Integrio’s Professional Services team offers network and
application performance monitoring solutions that improve
overall network performance and visibility from Riverbed®—a
leader in network and application performance monitoring. With
a proven track record of more than 30 years of professional
service experience with designing, configuring and implementing
full-service network solutions, Integrio is the preferred partner of
choice for Riverbed technology installations and service.
By partnering with Integrio for Riverbed installations and services,
you can offer your customers the best-of-breed technology that
provides rapid ROI through increased application acceleration,
IT consolidation, and network and application visibility. These
benefits allow your team to build upon and expand their
capabilities for new and existing customers. Services built on
Riverbed technology range from network assessments, health
checks, and installation and configuration to ongoing management
of customers’ IT environments.

Integrio Technologies and Riverbed:
A Winning Team

Integrio Technologies plans, designs, procures, tests, implements,
migrates and deploys cost-effective, reliable IT infrastructure that
maximizes customer investments. Our team is also equipped to
provide maintenance, technology refresh, warranty management,
and on-site engineering deployment services.
In partnership with Riverbed, Integrio offers end-to-end
application visibility, optimization, and control in hybrid IT
environments. Enterprise-wide visibility solutions, covering data
centers, offices, and mobile users offer complete application
visibility and optimization, including application intelligence and
network visibility, real-time quality of service monitoring, and
application acceleration and optimization.

About Integrio Technologies Professional Services

Our experienced IT professionals help clients meet evolving
business needs by optimizing IT resources, application
performance, and business processes. Integrio services span
many emerging and hybrid enterprise technologies, offering a
comprehensive suite of wireless access, network performance, and
cybersecurity products and services from leading manufacturers
that enable a secure, wireless network, and improve overall
network performance and visibility.

About Riverbed
Riverbed, at more than $1 billion
in annual revenue, is the leader
in application performance
infrastructure, delivering the most
complete platform for the hybrid
enterprise to ensure applications
perform as expected, data is
always available when needed,
and performance issues can be

proactively detected and resolved
before impacting business
performance. Riverbed enables
hybrid enterprises to transform
application performance into
a competitive advantage by
maximizing employee productivity
and leveraging IT to create new
forms of operational agility.
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Riverbed’s 27,000+ customers
include 97% of the Fortune 100
and 98% of the Forbes Global 100.

Integrio Technologies, an SBA-designated small
business headquartered in Herndon, Va., is an IT
integration and engineering company that offers
reliable, cost-effective, secure solutions for
organizations seeking to develop new capabilities
and optimize legacy systems. Our company
collaborates with its customers, partners and
employees to provide outstanding cutting-edge
solutions for network performance, secure
wireless infrastructure, software application
lifecycle support, and physical cyber security
that support the missions of federal, state and
local government agencies.

